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In the early history of commercial electricity in heavy 
load density areas, the d.c. Edison Network was developed 
extensively. As far as reliability is concerned it is 
exceeded by no system. At the present time it has been 
developed to the extent of automatic and non-automatic 
converters, motor-generator sets, booster sets and storage 
battery reserve capacity. 
This type of network is fed from several substations 
in the area at utilization voltage. 
As load densities have increased, the large amounts 
of copper required, the cost of substation sites and large 
rotating conversion equipment have made the expansion of 
l 
the d.c. Network economically prohibitive. Also, since these 
-
substations are inherently noisy, it has become increasingly 
more difficult to find suitable substation sites. 
With these disadvantages in mind, a similar a.c. 
r-:etwork sugges~ itself as a replacerr:ent for the high-cost 
d.c. system, due to the comparative compactness and quiet-
ness of operation of transformers, and the fact that low-loss 
high voltage feeders may be brought into the network area 
from more distant substations. 
The Secondary Network (Figure 1) is an interconnected 
low-voltage system forming a grid in which common mains are 
fed from a number of sources throughout the area. Network 
systems ere employed generally only where loa.d densities are 
forming a complete mesh over tbe area. The mains operate 
&t utilization voltage f'ron:i vvhich consumer taps are taken. 
The secondary net~ork is fed by three or more feeders 
through transformers and netv10rk protectors. These feeders 
may, and often do, operate at sub-transmission voltages. 
They can come from either a generating station, a bulk 
power substation or a distritution substation. By using 
three or more feeders the network can be kept in operation 
a.nd the load maintained over the other feeders when one 
feeder is out of service. Fy interlacing the feeders, as 
indicated in Figure 1, better load distribution is obtained 
under sucb abnormal conditions. 
This paper will consider an ideal condition only, 
covering one square mile of area, witl.. uniformly .. d istri-
buted loads of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, 50,000, arid 75,000 
Kva peak load per square mile. This idealization will serve 
to determine the average data for actual systems. 
This network will be sin:ilar to that of Figure 1, inas-
much as three feeders will be employed with complete inter-
lacing. However, t1lansformers will also be located at 
inter·vals other tban that shown, with corre spending changes 
in lateral feeders. There will be one hundred and eighty 
secondary main sections, each six hundred feet in length, 
regularly spaced as indicsted. 
The load density and the distribution of load will in-
fluence the location and capacity of the network transformers. 
In general, the larger the transformer, the lower the 
cost per Kva, and the v.1ider the spacing of transformers in 
the networ~, resulting in a reduction in the length of 
primary feeder re<::;uired. However, as the spacing is increa E-
ed, tbe secondery mains mu8t be increa.sed in size in order 
to prevent excessive voltage drop, and to provide sufficient 
current carrying capacity, tbe same being true of the 
feeders. 
Therefore, tbe ideal size of transformer is one which 
will not only provide sufficient capacity to carry the re-
quired load; but also result in a minimum total cost of 
secondary main, primary feeder, duct, automatic protector 
and transformer. 
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1. DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM SECONDARY C1}RR!i:NT Alfi TRANS-
FORMER CAPLCTI'Y FOR THE DIFFERl~NT SPACINGS. 
With the design concepts of the Introduction kept in 
mind, a tentative plan is made for the network, and inspect-
ed for tbe various factors mentioned. 
Table I, indicates the load per section of main, normal 
transformer load and abnormal transformer load, normal and 
abnormal maximum line currents for the various spacings of 
transformers, A, E, C and D. 
The line currents were approximated by concentrating 
the section loads at the ma.in intersections and transformer 
4 
locations, and, in the ca2e of the loss of one feeder, mak-
ing successive approximations of load division among the 
transformers in the immediate area. Furthermore, a position 
for study was selected in the network wbich would have the 
maximum disturbance resulting, and the network margin effects 
were neglected. 
The calculations for a load density of 10,000 kva are 
as follows: 
Uniformly distributed load 
Secondary Voltage 
Number of Sections of Main 
Load per section of Main 






Transformer "b" would normally supply ha.lf the load 
of the intersecting mains at Location "b", and the 
Transformer load is, 
2(55.6) = 111.2 kva/transformer 
and the maximum line current becomes 
I = 1 ( 55. 6 ) _ 77 '7. m 2 3(0.120) - .0 amperes 
Abnormal Operation(Feeder ~ out of service) Feeders b 
and£ carrying the entire load. 
Since all transformers are of the same rating and 
symmetrically arranged, it can be assumed that the 
load will be divided equally among the remaining units. 
Then transformers£ will carry its normal load plus 
one-fourth of the load carried by transformers!. 
prior to their being disconnected from the system. 
Max. load/transformer = 111.2+ 2 { lli.2) = 166.8 kva 
which is an increase of 50( as expected with three 
feeders and complete interlacing. 
By inspection it can be seen that the Maximum line 
current will be twice the normal value, since the 
total load on section b a will be furnished from 
transformer b. 
Then Im= 2(77.3) = 154.6 amperes. 
LOCATION "B" - Figure 3 
Normal Operation 
16, !-Sections, or 444.8 kva/transformer 
Im, 4,!-Sections, or 309.2 amperes 
5 
Atnormal Operation (Feeder!!. out of service) 
24, !-Sections, or 667.2 kva/transformer 
Im= 7.167, !-Sections or 554 amperes 
LOCATION "C" - Figure 4 
Normal Operation 
8, !-Sections, or 222.4 kva/transformer 
Im= 2, !-Sections, or 154.6 amperes 
Abnormal Operation (Feeder~ out of service) 
12.6, !-Sections, or 350 kva/transformer 
Im= 3.575, !-Sections, or 276 amperes. 
Any other arrangement results in excessive line 
currents and very bigh capacity transformers. 
The va.lues for other load densities are found as a 
multiple of the values just obtained. However, for a load 
density of 50,000 kva/sq •. mile, another arrangement is 
employed. 
LOCATION "D" - Figure 5 
Normal Operation 
4, !-Sections, or 278 kva/corner transformer 
Im = l, i-Sections, or 193 amperes. 
Abnormal Operation (Feeder~ out of Service) 
6, 1·-Sect ions, or 417 kva/ corner transformer 
Im= 2, !-Sections, or 386.5 amperes. 
6 
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Figure l - One Line Diagram ot Secondary Distribution 
Network 
8 
--~+- Transformer "B• 
Figure 2 - Transformer Location •A•. 
Shaded node indicates that the reeder 
serving nodes •a• is out ot service. 
Arrows indicate that the load tormerl.7 
served by Transro:raer •a• is now ted by 
the immediate transformers •b• and •c•. 
Figure 3 - Transformer location "B". 
Arrows indicate loading on Transformer "b" 





_ ___, c .,__ ___ -+------· 
Figure 4 - Transformer location "C". 
10 
Arrows indicate load division when feeder "a~ 
is out ot service. 
Figure 5 - Transformer Location "D". 
load distribution with reeder •a" 
out or service. 
11 






section (l) (2) {l) 
10,000 55.6 111.2 77.3 166.8 
444.8 309.2 667.2 
222.4 154.6 350 
20,000 111.2 222.4 154.6 333.6 
889.6 618.4 1,334.4 
444.8 309.2 700 
30,000 166.8 333.6 231.9 500.4 
667.2 463.8 1,050 
50,000 278.0 556.0 386.5 834.0 
278.0 193 417 
75,000 417 834 579.8 1,251.0 
417 289.9 625.5 
Table I - Normal and Abnormal Secondary Loading. 
(1) - Maximum Load per Transformer 































2. FEEDER CABLE LOADING 
The substation feeding the Network under consideration 
has been assumed to be located at the margin of the area, 
operating at 13.2 kv., with bus-regulation. There are three 
Main feeders, with lateral branches serving the area. 
Since tbe "main• feeders carry the bulk load, their 
cross-sectional area will be large due to the required 
current carrying capacity, and in some cases the size will 
be lh1ited due to excessive voltage drop. The "lateral~ 
feeders will carry a relatively small load, their minimum 
size being determined mainly by standardization of cable 
sizes. 
As in the case of secondary mains, the minimum number 
of circular mils employed in the main feeders will be fixed 
by the current carrying capacity of the conductor. If the 
voltage drop is excessive for this minimum size, then a 
larger size must be selected. 
The maximum current carried by any section of ma.in 
can be determined by concentrating the lateral feeder loads 
at the junction points and tben totaliz-ing the load trans-
mitted over a section to ttese intersections. 
Figure 6 shows the network for location ~A". The 
numbers at tbe intersections or node points of tbe secondar·y 
ma.ins represent the load on the transformer located at that 
position. The numters to the left represent normal loading 
conditions, and those on the right the load carried when 
feeder!. is out of operation. These loads are in terms of 
14 
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the distributed load along a section of secondary main and 
one (1) unit loaa repre~ents one-half' the total districutea 
load along a secondary main section; i.e., 4-unit loads 
(10,000 kva/sq. mile), would represent 111.2 kva on the 
transformer at tbat node, and 6-unit loads would indicate 
that the transformer is carrying 166.8 kva. 
The lateral load per feeder can now be concentrated 
at the point of intersection with the feeder mains. This 
gives the total load per Feeder Main to all junctions 
through the network, and from this information the maximum 
current and the length of main over which such current is 
carried, can be determined. 
15 
This information has been tabulated for ready reference 
in Table II - "Feeder Loading Information". 
16 
LOCATION "A•• 
Tl ORhlAL LOADING 
Maximum Current to Junction (1) . (2) . (3) • 10 Mva • 20 Mva • 30 Mva • 50Mva • 75 Mva 
1 9 120 146.0 292.0 438.0 730.0 1095 
2 14 111 133.6 267.2 400.8 668.0 1002 
3 12 97 119.0 238.0 357.0 595.0 893 
4 12 85 104.5 209.0 313.5 522.5 784 
5 14 73 87.5 175.0 262.5 437.5 656 
6 12 59 72.9 145.8 218.7 364.5 546 
7 12 47 58.3 116.6 174.9 291.5 429 
8 14 35 41.3 82.6 123.9 206.5 309 
9 12 21 26.7 53.4 80.l 133.5 200 
10 9 9 12.2 24.4 36.6 61.0 92 
AB N ORM AL L O A D I 1'; G 
1 15 180 218.8 437.6 656.4 1094 1635 
2 18 168 192.0 384 576 960 1440 
3 21 147 178.5 357 535.5 892.5 1340 
4 18 129 156.7 313.4 470.l 783.5 1275 
5 18 111 135.0 270 405 675 1012 
6 21 90 109.0 218 327 545 818 
7 18 72 87.5 175 262.5 437.5 656 
8 18 54 65.6 131.2 196.8 328.0 592 
9 21 33 40.l 80.2 120.3 200.5 301 
10 12 15 18.3 36.5 54.8 91.3 137 
LOCATION "B" NORMAL L OADING 
1 21 126 153.3 
2 
3 26 105 127 .5 
4 (Excessive loading a.s compared 
5 16 79 96 
6 with Locations A and C - See 
7 34 63 76.5 
8 Table I) 
9 29 29 35.3 
10 
A B N ORMA L LOADING 
1 27 183.3 2P.3 
2 
3 38 156.3 190 
4 
5 24 119.3 145 
6 
7 52.7 95.3 116 
8 
9 42.7 42.6 52 
{Cont'd) 
17 
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Table II - Feeder loading Information. 
(1) Network Junction Point (2) Lateral Load per Feeder, i-Section Load 
(3) Total Load per Feeder to Junction Point 
3. TRANSFCFJLER SELECTIOK 
The tabulated data in Table I indicates the loading 
under normal and abnormal conditions for the various load 
densities and transformer locations. 
In selecting the size transformer for the particular 
load under consideration, it is the usual practice to 
select one sucb tbat its rated capacity willnot be exceeded 
under abnormal load conditions. 
Transformers may be overloaded for sbort periods with-
out materially affecting their expected life period. 
However, prolongea overloads may result in mechanical or 
insulation damage. In order to avoid overloading it is 
necessary to select a transformer with sufficient c3pacity 
to carry the required load under the most adverse conditions. 
Some systems have their transformers operating at overload 
for prolonged periods, utilizing auxilia1·y cooling, such as 
forced air or water spray. However, this again is subject 
to an economic study to determine which would be more econ-
omical -- to purchase greeter cepecity trE1nsforrr:ers, or 
install some auxiliary cooling equipment. Sucti an alternate 
plan will not be considered in this paper. 
In order to avoid overloads in a network system supplied 
by three feeders, a trcnsformer must be selected whicll bas 
sufficient ca.p~city to carry 150( of normalload, assuming 
that the load is evenly distributed throughout the network, 
which is an ideal situation and does not occur in actual 
practice. Therefore, the installed capacity depends on 
how evenly tl:e load divid.es among the remaining units, such 
division being a function of the transformer end main irr,-
pedance ratio. 
As an example of transformer selection, consider the 
10,000 kva load, Location "An. 
Under abnormal conditions tbe peak load required of 
a single transformer is 166.8 kva. A 150 kva transformer 
will bave sufficient capacity to carry this llfo overload 
for the short duration of tbe peak load, and tbe odds are 
better than even tbat a feeder vdll not be lost at a time 
of peak load. Tberefore in selecting tranf)formers, an 
overload under peak abnormal conditions of llfo has been 
assumed to be negligible. 
19 
4. CABLg REGULATION 
Secondary Regulation: For regulation determinctions the 
worst possible condition is selected for study. The line 
currents from the source to the several load points are 
determined and the regulation to the last service tap 
calculated. 
The following equations may be employed in determining 
the voltage drop for each method of transformer location. 
Location "A" - Figure 2 
There is one-half section load transmitted 600 feet. 
Current per !-Sect. Load = I = ~ ( 3 t~ )) amperes 
Voltage drop= V = IZm. 
where Zm is the impedance of 600 feet of 
Secondary main. 
Location •B• - Figure 3 
6.17, ~-Sect. load, transmitted 600 ft. 
1.00, 
" 
ti 600 • 
Voltage Drop= V = 7.17 IZm 
Location "G" - Figure 4 
2.575, !-Sect load, transmitted 600 ft. 
o.575, .. 600 II 
Voltage Drop - V = 3.15 IZm 
Location~" - Figure 5 
1, i-Sect. load, transmitted 600 ft. 
Voltage drop= V = lIZm 
4 
20 
Lateral Feeder Voltage Regulation: In calculating the 
, regulation on lateral feeder~ and determining the maximum 
current carrying capacity, again as in the3e determinationE: 
21 
for Secondary mains, the worst possible condition is selected 
for consideration. 
With transformers distributed as in Location "A", 
Figure 6, lateral feeder "b" would have maximum loading 
along junction (5), or it would carry 
11 unit loads for 1200 feet 
5 " " " 1800 n 
Then its equivalent loading for purposes of regulation 
would be 
37 units for 600 feet 
and the Voltage drop would be, 
V = 37 IZ volts, 
where I is the load current for one-half section load, and 
Z is the impedance of 600 feet of lateral feeder. 
In a like manner the loads are determined for the 
other transformer locations and are as follow: 









14. 33 I 
57.33 I Z 
12.6 I 
50.0 I Z 
10.5 I 
30.0 I Z 
LOCATICf "Ll tt 
!e~wor5k ~T,ct~~t~ [ _B .l .· ~- .L~o_J 
Feet Lateral Feeders 
c a b c a ---b c a b __ c __ a ___ b- -c -G~-JJ-~-c a b -~-~ 
300 13 I 13 12 7 
1 5 6 6 t 6 6 6 6 6 1 6 
! ~ 10 10 0 10 10 1D ;10 9 
600 I 4 l2 ~ 11~ 12 5 l2 5 14 5 1412 1412 5 '.UZ5 14 5141.2
1
141.2 5112 5 14 8 
1 
900 
1200 \ 4 I 4 4 4 4 4 , 4 4 
___ 
1 
_ 2 __ 2__ 2 2 2 2 2 ! 2 2 
1500 \ 2 2 11 11 2 11 2 2 11 11 2 11 2 I 2 ll 11 2 
__jJ 3 3 .3 3 3 3 I 3 3 J 
1800 I : 7 8- 71 8 __ 7_ -r 7 ··-a ---8 7 8 _7 7 - at-8 7 8 7 - i ~ ~ I 
EQUIVALENT LOADING 
LOCATION "D tt 
14 - 4800 ft 42.B3 amp 10 - 9600 ft 30.38 amp 6 - 11100 ft 18.23 amp 
13 - f>,400 tt .39.49 .. 9 - 3000 .. 27.94 " 5 - 9600 " 15.19 12 - 7800 tt 36.45 11 8 - 22200 fl 24.30 fl 4 - 2070C " 12.15 
11 - 13200 11 2_,3. 41 " 7 - 15600 fl 21.26 ti 3 - 14400 " 9.11 
P, - 44700 fl 6.C8 
Table III - Normal L~TERAl. Equivalent Loading. (Note! All Loads are t-section Loads 
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' 1200 11010 
2400 l 6 11 
l 
LOCATION •c" 
600 8 8 
1200 6 6 
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8 8 8 8 
6 8 8 6 
6 
8 
EQUIVALENT LOADING . 
LOCATION .. B .. 
8 
-





14400 • 8.51 " 18 - 9600 " 6 
-





6.08 tt 11 - 4800 
" 4 
-
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8 8 i 6 6 8 8 I 
8 8 8 al I 
6 8 6 8! 
6i 6 I 4 
8 i 8 6 I 
LOCATION "C" 
24.30 amp 8 - 38400 ft 9.72 amp 
21.86 
" 
6 - 31200 
" 
7 .29 tt 
19.45 
" 4 - 5400 ti 4.86 " 13.37 
" 12.15 
" 7.29 " 
Table III - Normal LATERAL Equivalent Loading. (Note! All Loads are !-Section Loads) 
(Cont'd) 
In designing the network, many factors must be con-
sidered before any final decisions are made. However, 
standard equipment, materials, voltages, etc. should be 
utilized if at all possible or practical. 
P4 
Since, in this country, underground networks are 
usually carried through a duct system, rubber covered cable 
is employed a.s secondary mains, and for high-voltage feeders 
lead covered, paper-insulated or varnished cambric cables 
are used. Lead covered varnished cambric cable will operate 
very well for the voltage assumed (13.2 kv). However, for 
voltages above 23,000 volts, paper insulated cables are 
advisable. 
Cable data concerning current carrying capacity and 
impedance has been compiled in Table form 1n Tables IV and V. 
With this information end that from Tables I, II, III, 
VI and VII, cable sizes may be determined for each load 
density and transformer spacing. 
Secondary Cable Selection: With the information from Table I 
concerning maximum load, the required current carrying capaci-
ty of the secondary main fixes the minimum size of the 
conductor which can be employed. However, otber requirements 
must also be considered in selecting the Cable. The regu-
lation must not exceed 2fo under normal operating conditions, 
nor exceed 5fo under abnormal conditions. The reactance of 
the main must be such as to limit the short circuit current 
25 
SilJGLE-CONDUCTOR RUBBER POViER CAPLE 
0-5000 volt 7 5cfo Load Factor· - 75° C In Ducts 
Size 
AWG or }:umber of Cables in Duct Bank 
MCM . 3 6 . 9 . 12 . • • 
8 76 72 70 67 
6 100 96 92 88 
4 133 125 118 114 
2 173 163 155 148 
1 199 186 177 170 
l/0 230 214 203 192 
2/0 264 247 235 222 
3/0 303 283 268 254 
4/0 348 322 301 284 
250 383 353 330 309 
300 424 393 367 345 
350 465 428 398 372 
400 502 462 430 402 
500 571 524 491 459 
750 718 654 609 568 
THREE-CONDUCTOR V ARNISF.ED-CAMBRIC CABLE 
0-15000 75:fo Load F'actor - 70° C In Ducts 
Size 
AWG or Number of Cables in Duct Bank 
MCM 1 3 6 9 
6 84 76 70 65 
4 108 98 89 82 
2 142 128 115 102 
1 161 145 130 116 
1/0 183 163 146 130 
2/0 211 185 165 149 
3/0 240 210 185 167 
4/0 272 236 209 188 
250 299 259 229 204 
350 357 309 270 238 
500 431 369 319 280 
600 469 400 344 301 
750 528 445 382 330 
1 Table IV - Current Carrying Capacity of Cables. 
(1) Anaconda Pub. No. C-51,1942, p.505, p.604. 
26 
SINGLE-CONDUCTOR CABLE IliPBDANCES 
Size Xa ra xa Zm 
AWG or 
MC1f Ohm/Mi. Ohm/M1 1 Ohm/Mi. Ohm/600' 
1/0 0.539 0.622 -0.119 
2/0 0.524 0.495 .. 
3/0 0.512 0.392 .. 
4/0 0.496 0.310 
" 
250 0.484 0.263 .. 
300 0.474 0.221 .. 
350 0.464 0.190 .. 
400 0.456 0.167 fl 
500 0.442 0.134 n 0.0398 ~~~050 750 0.417 0.091 " 0.0355 
Zm : ra + j <xa+ xa) 
THREE-CONDUCTOR CAELE IMPEDANCES 
Size Xa ra Xa ra 
.AWG or 
MCM Ohm/Mi. Ohm/Mi. . Ohm/600' 0hmL600' • 
2 0.203 0.987 0.0231 0.1123 
1 0.195 o.786 0.0222 0.0895 
1/0 0.180 0.622 0.0205 0.0708 
2/0 0.174 0.495 0.0198 0.0564 
3/0 0.168 0.392 0.01915 0.0446 
4/0 0.163 0.310 0.01855 0.0353 
250 0.158 0.263 o.01ao 0.0299 
300 0.155 0.220 0.01765 0.0253 
350 0.152 0.190 0.0173 0.0216 
400 0.149 0.166 0.01695 0.0189 
500 0.145 0.134 0.0165 0.01525 
600 0.142 0.113 0.01618 0.01298 
750 O.l39 0.091 0.0158 0.01035 
Table v2- Cable I.mpedance s per six hundred feet Section. 
(2) Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Elect-
rical Transmission and Distribution Reference Book, 
Third Edition, 1944, Table 6,p.123, Table 3,p.120. 
to a value which is within the interrupting capacity of the 
network protector, and still be such that sufficient current 
is supplied to burn free any fault on the secondary main. 
The ratio of main to transformer impedance must also be such 
tbat the load will divide equally among the several units. 
An approximate means for the determination of the 
maximum fault current has been derived in Appendix A. 
As an example of secondary cable-size determination, 
the proper cable will be selected for a load density of 
10,000 kva and transformer spacing Location '"A.-. 
From Table I it is seen that the maximum secondary 
line current is 154.6 amperes. 
Referring to Table IV it is noted that the minimum 
cable size is an AWG No. 2 cable, with a permissable cur-
rent carrying capacity of 173 amperes. However, does its 
regulation under abnormal conditions fall within the pre-
scribed limits? This must be determined. 
From Table V it is found tbat an AWG 1/0 catle has 
an impedance per 600 feet of 
Zm = 0. 085/340 
and I - 77.3 amperes 
-
v - IZm: 77.3(0.085/340) = 6.57/34° -
= 
5.45 + j3.68 
then v• - 120 + jO - ( 5. 45 + j 3. 68) = 114.54 - j3.68 
-
I\. /114.6) = 
( Reg. = 4.5 
This may well be considered the upper limit inasmuch 
as the total regulation cannot exceed 5(, and it would in 
all probability be more advisable to employ a larger size 
conductor since load growth can only be approximated and 
1/0 cable leaves no margin of safety. Therefore a E/0 
cable will be usedi its regulation being approxim~tely 
3. 6fo. 
The "burn-free" current may be approximated by as-
suming a fault at the center of the section and calculat-
ing the minimum current as that contributed by one local 
transformer. 
The total impedance to the fault becomes the sum of 
the transformer impedsnce and one-half the line impedance. 
Zt + Zm/2 = 0.036 ohm/phase 
Ir= 120/0.036 = 4320 amperes 
which is sufficient as noted from Table VI. 
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Since the interrupting capacity of the network protector 
must not be exceeded, the maximum fault current must be 
found. Zm -
Zt - 6.3 
from which the C ratio (Figure 12)is found to be approxi-
mately 0.6, and from Tacle VII it can be seen that the 
interrupting capacity of the network protector is not ex-
ceeded. 
The calculated results for cable determinations are 
tabulated in Table VIII. 
Feeder Cable Determination: As a matter of policy and 
standardization the main feeders will be divided into three 















Cables in Ducts 









- Minimum Current in Amperes Required in Each 
Conductor on Both Sides of a Solid Fault on 
Single-Conductor Cables to Burn Off the 
Fault. 
(3) Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, op.cit., 
p.581. 
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~ 150 225 . . 
Im~. 
4 0.0115 0.0077 
5 0.0144 0.0096 
6 0.0173 0.0115 
7 0.0202 0.0135 
8 0.0231 0.0154 
9 0.0259 0.0173 
10 0.0288 0.0192 
4 10,400 15,600 
5 8,350 12,500 
6 6,900 10,400 
7 5,950 8,900 
8 5,200 7,800 
9 4, E50 6,900 
10 4,150 6,250 
417 625 
Table VII - Transformer 
T R.ANSFOffiJIER SIZE - KVA 
300 400 • 500 . .600 750 • 1000 1250 . . • • 
Ohm ~er Phase 
C.0058 0.0043 0.0035 o. 0029 0.0023 G.0017 0.00139 
0.0072 0.0054 0.0043 C.0036 0.0029 0.0022 0.00173 
0.0087 0.0065 0.0052 0.0044 0.0035 0.0026 0.00208 
0.0101 0.0076 0.0061 0.0051 0.0040 0.0031 0.00242 
0.0115 0.0087 0.0069 0.0058 0.0046 0.0035 0.00277 
0.0130 0.0098 0.0078 0.0065 0.0052 0.0039 0.00312 
0.0144 0.01083 0.0087 0.0072 0.0058 0.0043 0.00347 
Short Circuit Current - Amperes 
20,700 27, 750 34,700 41,400 52,200 69,400 , 86,300 
16,5CO 22,250 24,800 33,300 41,400 55,600 69,400 
13,800 18,500 23,100 27,600 34,500 46,200 57,600 
11,850 15,800 19,700 23,700 29,750 39,400 49,600 
10,450 13,850 17,400 20,900 26,000 34,800 43,300 
9,250 12,250 15,400 18,500 23,250 30,800 38 ,500 
8,350 11,080 13,850 16,700 20, 750 24,700 34,700 
Rated Current - Amperes 
835 1,110 1,390 1,670 2,080 2,780 3,470 
Impedance and Current Information for Ready Reference. 
(.,:I 
0 
ing several different size cables. Furthermore, no cable 
less than AWG No. 2 will be considered for main or lateral 
feeders. 
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Cable size determination will be continued for Location 
ttAtt, 10,000 Kva. 
Referring to Table II it is found that the maximum 
current carrying capacity of the Cable is 218.8 amperes. 
Table IV would indicate AWG No. 1/0 as the minimum conductor 
size. However, if 1/0 is employed there remains only a 
small margin for variation or load growth. 
For the second section, either AWG No. 2, -1 or 1/0 
has sufficient current carrying capacity, and AWG No. 2 or 
No. 1 may be considered for the third section. 
Regulation will now be determined for the several cases. 
1st Section 
a) No. ~o -
Voltage drop = 192 Zftt«, 178 Z#;t 157 z#Z/o 
- 527 Z.112/0 
= 29 volts 
b) No. 3/0 -
Voltage drop : 527 Z310 = 23.5 volts 
in which Z is the impedance of the cable under consideration. 
2nd Section 
a) No. 1 
Voltage drop: 331.5 Z, = 29 volts 
b) No. 1/0 
Voltage drop= 331.5 z~= E3 volts 
3rd Section 
a) No. 2 
Voltage drop= 124 Zz= 14 volts 
b) No. l 
Voltage drop: 124 z,= 11 volts 
The maximum permissible voltage drop would be 
approximately 66 volts. Therefore, the most logical 










which would result in a total drop of 60 volts. 
The maximum lateral feeder current would be twelve 
one-half sections, or 
12 I= 12(1.215) = 14.58 amperes, 
and the voltage drop would be 
37 I Z = 44.95 Z = 5 volts. 
This same process is repeated for other transformer 
spacings,and load densities. The results of these cal-
culations are tabulated in Tatle VIII. 
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10 2000 Kva 
--~------------- ---- . ----- ··----------------·-----------Loe. F E E D E R s - - --------------------·1Ts E c ·o lJ D A R ·y 
1st Se_c_t (Main_T[ 2nd Sect(liain_l I 3rd SeCH!.'.S.inl,it,~Laterars· - .• -----l ~- . 
. (1) (2) \_C3). 
1 
(_~)~_ (2) \ C3[. }__ C2)_ r.· (~~~) ··f_2)p_?;;_• ~·~l_J~_]~Tf_m_ 
A 1218.8 t2 i~t
5 
Ii 135 f)o i ~ I! 66 #2 , 14 ti 14.6 #2i 5 154.6 2/0 ! 3.8 
B l2re 13/0 ;23--\f145---'l?)ot23--'.r-52 #1 +5·jj-1-1.4JL_#lJ-5 541.13-250, 4.5 
~-+-. 4/0s_·-:al9m e:\.--a· ... sl,,--l/LOo..l_i,c2a9 __ ti,:1 o n #_2 - ! 6 _ _Jj _____ -- L. - -- ___ :_2~350 4.6 ~ I : - ii : : 'ii. \ "A" !: 15.3 #2 7 : 276 i 1-300 4.6 
' • I I i 
20,000 Kva I \ I 
. I 









440 S am e: 
I 
30 1000 Kva 
656 . 2-500 ·. 
• 3-3/0. 










1094 i 3-750. 9.9 
r 4-500 10. 
. I 






(1) ~aximum Current(amperes) (2) Number and Size of Cable 
(3) Voltage Drop(volts) 
(4) Percent Regulation 
I 
l 1 L o;c at ion: "A• 
I 
1-600 13 I 198 1-3/0 17 
2-410 1s I 
Locat: 1 1on: 
2-500, 13 
3-250 16 








330 1, 1-350: 13. 3 
I 2-l?/O 17.41 
~ionl"A" 1 



















309 : 1-4/0 ! 4.4 
- - ... _______ i 
, 552 2-300j 4.6 
i 
\ 
!453 1-350! 3.84 
2-3/0! 4.15 
' ,. . ..... ..'.---·---·---t··· --·-----
828 : 2-5001 3.8 
' l 
I 
'773 2-3001 3.84 
20 
20 ------·-'---3--8-6 ~::~~+-t :: 
2-210 I 2. 27 
2-1/0 2.83 
6. ANNUAL CCET 
Cable Cost: Up to the present time all calculations and 
results have been made for the several load densities to 
determine the opArating limits of the network with re-
liability governing all selections of transformers, feed-
ers and secondary mains. 
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If one particular method of distributing the trans-
formers results in multiple choice of cable, then all _tbings 
being equal the conductor resulting 1n the minimum annual 
cost will be chosen. Under conditions of two or more paral-
leled conductors the choice will usually, if not always, 
be made in favor of the least number of cables due to the 
high cost of duct construction and installation. 
The first cost and annual cost of all materials and 
equipment have been tabulated in Tables IX to XIII inclusive. 
The catle costs were plotted in Figure 7 and the 
underlying, 1a, and marginal costs, b, determined in order 
to facilitate annual charge calculations. The results are 
approximate since a straight line relationship does not 
exist through the different sizes, due to increase~ in 
insulation cost. 
For Annual Cable Cost determinations, the following 
assmnptions were made: 
e = interest rate= 5fo compounded semi-annually 
n - life expectancy= 30 years for 3-conductor cable 
: 20 n n 1-Conductor ~ 
Salvage value= 35fo 
Taxes and Insurance= 10( 
The rate for depreciation cecomes 
e 
or a 30 - 0.0148 
and a 20 = 0.0297. 
Considering the salvage value, the corrected rate 
becomes 
then 
' an: (l.CO - C.35)an 
' a30 = 0.00962 
I 
and a20 = 0.0193 
If the cost per 1000 feet of cable is 
$: a+be1~ 
then the annual cost per 1000 feet becomes 
$/yr : fa+ f'bCM 
where f is the fixed cbarges on inveEtment, and 
f' is the total fixed charges on the cable size. 
or f = e + an+ tax & Insurcnce 
I f '= e + an + tax & Insurance 
Therefore the total annual cost for 1-conductor cable 
from AWG 1:0. 1 to A'vYG lJo. 4/0 inclusive is: 
$/yr : 0.1797(85) + 0.1693(0.002085)CM 
= 15. 'Z'/5 + 0. 000353CM 
and in a similar manner the other cost become: 
1-Conductor, 250- to 500MCM 
$/yr : 35.94 +0.000325CM 
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( #2 - 25CMO: 
3-Conductor ·( 
(35C - 750KCM 
$ • 775+ C.0093 CM 
$ -:: 159C + C. C06558C1: 
.. -~ ''--- 159C + 0. C06558Ck: 




La5 + o.0020ascll 
(#1 - 4/0 
l-Conduct4r ( $ : 85 + C. 002085C1: 
(25G - 5COMCM $: roe + c . cc 19 2e1~ 
_J ____ J ___ _j ________ L ______ . L ...... J . __ f .... _J ____ . 
lCC 3GC 400 5CC 600 750 
Cable size - 1000CM 
Figure 7 - Underlying an~ Mariinal Cost of Cable 
3-Conductor, AWG Ifo. 2 - 250 MCM 
$/yr= 0.1648(775)~ 0.1596(0.0093)CM 
= 127. 72 + O. 001485CM 
3-Conductor, 350-, 750MCM 
$/yr= 262.032 ~ o.001C47CM 
As an example of annual cable cost, consider a 
500MCM cable. 
are 
The annual charges for the single conductor cable 
$/yr - 35.94 + 0.000325(500,000) 
= $198.44 
The annual charges for the three conductor cable 
are $/yr: 262.032 + 0.001047(5CO,OOO) 
• $785.53 
Manholes, Service Compartments, Ducts and Vaults: The 
life period of ~anholes, Service Compartments, Ducts and 
Vaults was assumed to be fifty years. Then 
a50 = 0.00461 
and the total fixed charges on the fe i terns is, $ O .15461. 
If Pis the cost of the item , the annual cost becomes 
$/yr= 0.15461P 
Annual cost information may be found tabulated in 
the following tables. 
Table IX Cable 
Table x Duct 
Table XI Transformers 
Table XII Network Protectors 





AWG or SINGL8-CONDUC'rOR TFBEE-CONDUCTOR 
MCM iLlOOO ft i/iear l/1000 ft 1/lear 
2 1391.49 226. 28 
l 266.00 44.82 1573. 24 252.00 
1/0 296.00 52.52 1798.83 284.39 
2/0 364.00 62.26 2001.15 325.37 
3/0 431.00 75.51 2346.55 376.90 
4/0 534.00 89.97 2657.00 441.95 
250 693.00 117.19 3102.05 498. 97 
300 795.00 133.44 
350 894.00 149.69 3913.29 628.48 
400 1037.CO 165.94 
500 1183.00 198.44 4842.27 785.53 
600 5537 .27 890.23 
750 1827 .oo 279.69 6582.49 1047. 28 
Table IX - Cable Cost Information. 
Number of 
Ducts $/1000 ft fLyear per 1000 ft 
2 6610 1021. 97 
4 8010 1238.43 
6 10180 1573.93 
8 12440 1923.34 
9 13730 2122.eo 
10 14790 2286.68 
12 17160 2653.11 
14 19710 3047.36 
15 22060 3410.70 
Table X - Duct Cost, Construction and Installation. 
NETWORK TRANSFOHMERS 13.2 Kv Delta - 208Y/120 
KVA 150 225 • 300 400 500 600 750 1000 1250 
$ per: 2840 3697 4410 5275 6083 6860 7584 9Cll 10860 Trans: 
$ per: 
year: 476 619 738 883 1020 1148 127C 1508 1820 
Table XI - Transformer Cost Information. Annual cost based on 25 year life, 
and 85( depreciation. 
NETWORK PRarECTORS 
KVA 150 225 300 400 • 500 6CO 750 1000 1250 
(l~ 600 800 1200 1600 1600 2000 2500 3000 3500 
(2) 20000 30000 30000 30000 30000 35000 60000 60000 60000 
$ per 
Prot. 1320 2420 2420 2420 2420 3190 4180 5500 7150 
$ per 






Interrupting Capacity, amperes. 
Table XII - Network Protector Cost Information. Annual cost based on 25 year 
life, lOOfo depreciation. 
Item .: MANHOLE and SERVICE . VAULTS 
RilJGBUS COMPARTMENT 
$ per 1550 1050 1300 each 
$ per 239.65 162.34 201 Year 
Table XIII - Network Construction Cost. .lmnual Cost 
based on 50 year life, 151o fixed Charges. 
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Power and Energy Cost: Two other costs are also chargeable 
to the installed cable. These are power cost and energy 
cost. 
Increased capacity must be installed in a plant to 
supply tbe maximum power loss in the cable over which the 
load is transmitted. This power is: 
Kw= r:, Rn 
/000 
Also over a period of one year an amount of energy 
will be consumed in the cable 
hR ~s7~'}2dt Kw hr ::: __ ;_#§ .. __ _ 
/ODO 
1m , maximum load current during the year(normal) 
I , current at any time 
R , resistance of cable 
n , number of cables 
18760 I 2dt The /~oo is usually noted as 8.76Itms, where 
I~ms is the annual mean square of effective current values. 
Ifus can be determined by plotting a yearly losd, or dur-
ation curve in polar form with the current as radii. The 
area of the re .sul ting curve may be determined by planimeter 
measurement and is equal to the mean square radius times 
if. 
then, 
If the voltage and power factor remain constant, 
2 - · 2 1rms - K Im 
where K is the form factor of the load curve under 
(4) 
consideration. 
Lovell, A.H., Generating Stations, N.Y., McGraw-Hill,_ 
Third Edition, 1941, pp.234,235. 
If the annual cost of fenerating capacity is A dollars 
per kilowatt, and the cost of energy is B dollars per kilo-
watt-hour, then the annual cost chargeable to the cable 
will be based on these power and energy values. 
Since R= {~ the cost per kilowatt of power becomes 
IJ/kw = P,ln A Ii' 
/OOOCM tn 
and the energy cost becomes, 
c/J , . a. 7b BnpJ Iz 
l'f/ /(Whr = C. M J-MS 
The total annual cost of Power and Energy is tbe Eum 
of these two, or: 
$/'-Ir :::. P.fnA I,: -I- 8. 76f/n 8I2rms 
0 !OOOC'1 C /V'J 
:: (AI!+ B.76BI:,.Ms )P.in 
/ODO j CM 
= z2. / A + 8.76 /f 8) P,ln 
>'n (; ooo / c Nl 
Since this analysis will concern only three-phase 
circuits or multiple circuits, and since all conductor 
values are based on lCOO feet, tbe form of the alove equ-
ation will be changed. 
Let n = 3 
1 
n = Number of 3-phase circuits 
1 = 1000 feet 
l' = I(umber· of lCOO feet sections 
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(-> = 12. 69 obms per c1~: foot at 65° C, lOOfo conductivity 
The total cost then becomes 
JI/. = ,r2.tiA 8. 76XB) /2,69(3 )n'(1ooo)l' 
Jl>/~ur. ..£.m + C ""' V /000 IY/ 
In order to make specific calculations it becomes 
necessa1·y to know the values of tbe constants appecring 
in the Annual CoEt EQuation. 
and 
The follovdng assumptions have been made. 
Cost of generating capacity 
Cost of generating energy 
Form factor 
Fixed Charges 
A: f(l50) = $22.50 
B = $0.0045 
$150 per kw 
$0.0045 per kwhr 
K : O.E 
f = 15fo 
dv . ; .z.2(22.50 + 8. 76(0. 6)Q 0045)/2.69XI_03 (3)11'J' 
-IP. yr. HJ ( /000 ( ~ 
2. n'.I' 
= IM (1759)CM 
The following is an example of annual cable cost 
calculations for the secondary mains. 
10,000 kva-:. load density 
Location C = system of transformer distribution 
Im = 77. 3 amperes 
300,000CM - cable size 
1' = 108 
' n = 1 
324,0CC ft - total length of cable required 
$133.44 = annual cable cost per 1000 ft 
Power & Energy Cost/yr= (77.3) 2 (1759) 3~g~~E6 
= $3780 
Cable Cost= 133.44(324) = 43,300 
Total Cable Cost/yr= $47,080 
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Annual Cable Cost fo1· those catles tentatively selected 
in Table VIII have been summarized in Table XIV. 
From this information it is readily evident that no 
saving in cable cost will offset the inc1~ase due to added 
duct cost if parallel cabler are employed. 
10,000 Kva Location A 
SECCTDARY :LAT.SRALS: MAIN FEEDERS 
1st section 2na section 3rd. sect ion 
No. & Size 1-2/0 #2 1-2/0 . 1-3/0 1-1/0 1 11 2 -ff 
Cable Cost 21120 28500 excess. 2034 1535 1223 
P & E Cost 211C 125 
drop 
820 491 186 
Total Cost 23230 28625 2854 2026 1409 
Location E 
No. & Size 3-250 2-350 #2 1-3/0 1-4/0 1-1/0 1-#2 
Cable Cost :118900 97000 8150 1435 2380 1535 815 
p & E Cost 7608 8114 296 787 624 629 129 
Total Cost :126508 .105,114: 8446 2222 • 3004 2164 944 
Location c 
No. & Size 1-300 #2 1-3/0 1-1/0 1-#2 
Cable Cost 43300 16950 2032 1535 1223 
p & E Cost 3780 144 808 513 120 
Total Cost 47080 17094 2840 • 2048 1343 
Table XIV - Summary of Catle Cost. (Continue a for otter Loaa Densities) 
20,000.Kva Location A 
No. & Size 1-4/0 #2 1-600 2-4/0 1-250 #2 
Cable Cost 29100 28500 -· 4810 4770 2690 1 '"·27. . t:., v 
P & E Cost 5360 500 906,. 1286 829 489 
Total Cost 34460 29000 5716. 6056 3519 • 1712 
Location c 
No. & Size 2-300 JJ.r-; tt"G 1-600 1-250 #2 
Cable Cost 86500 . 16950 4810 2690 1223 . 
P & E Cost 7580 574 904 868 481 
Total Cost 94080 17524, 5714 3558 1704 
30,000 Kva Location A 
No. & Size 1-350 2-3/0 #2 2-500 3-3/0 1-600 • 2-4/0 1-~/0 
Cable Cost 45200 48250 28500 8480 6102 4820 4080 2030 
P & E Coat 7300 7620 1126 1223 2433 777 1102 435 
Total Cost 52500 • 55870 29626 9703 8535 5597 • 5182 2465 
Location c 
No. & Size 2-500 11.2 2-500 • 1-600 l-3L_O 
Cable Cost : 128500 16950 8480 4820 • 2030 
P & E Cost 4090 lf9f lE~ I ali ~~7 
Total Cost :132590 18242 9718 5634 2457 
Table XIV - (Continued) ~ m 
50,000 Kva Location A 
No. & Size 2-300 3-3/0 #2 3-750 • 4-500 2-500 • 3-250 1-350 2-2/0 
Cable Cost 86400 72400 28500 16950 16950 8480 • SOSO 3390 3510 
P & E Cost 1182 1410 3127 1507 1698 . 1297 1728 5E.O 761 • . • 
Total Cost 87582 73810 ~l,627: 18457 18648 9777 • 9808 3970 • 4271 
Location D 
No. & Size: l-3CO • 2-2/0 #2 3-750 • 4-500 2-500 3-250 1-350 • 2-2/0 
Cable Cost 43200 40300 39950 16950 • 16950 8480 8080 3390 3510 
P & E Cost 2360 2655 2178 1461 1642 1233 1642 518 540 
Total Cost 45560 42955 42128 18411 • 18592 9713 • 9722 3908 • 4050 
Cable Cost - Annual Cost of Cable Alone. 
p & E Cost - Power and Energy Cost of Cable 
Table XIV 
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7. TOTAL COST 











12,000 f1 4 
48,600 11 3 
100 Manholes & Ringbus Inst. 
280 Service Compartments 
100 Vaults 
100 Transformers(l50 kva) 










Duct Cost: 4,800 ft 9 duct 
12,000 t* 8 
12,oco ll 7 
79, 200 tt 6 
100 Manboles & Ringbus Inst. 
280 Service Compartments 
25 Vaults 
25 Transforoers(600 kva) 










































$ 414, 927 
lG,COO kva 
Loce.tion C 








100 ManholeE & Ringtus Inst. 
280 Service Compartments 
50 Vaults 
50 Transformers(300 kva) 


























Location HA tt 
Duct Cost: 35,400 ft 6 duct 
12,000 tt 5 
12,000 " 4 48,600 ti 3 
100 11:anr,ole s & Ringbus Inst. 
280 Service Compartments 
100 Vaults 
100 Transformers(300 kva) 









Duct Cost: 8,400 ft 9 duct 
21,000 II 8 
24~000 .. 7 
54,600 • 6 
lCO Manholes & Ringbus Inst. 
280 Service Compartments 
50 Veults 
50 Transformers(600 kva) 















































Duct Cost: 1800 ft 0 duct $ 3,820 ~ 
33600 n 6 tt 52,900 
1200C .. 5 •• 16,800 
12000 11 4 ti 14,850 
48600 
" 
3 14 54,500 $ 142,870 
100 Manholes &: Ring bus Inst. 23,965 
100 Vaults 20, 100 
280 Service Compartments 45,455 
100 Transformers(500 kva) 102,000 
100 Network Protectors 411300 232,820 
Cable Cost: 
Secondary 52,500 
Primary 17, 765 
Lateral 291626 991891 
Total $ 475,581 
Location •c •• 
Duct Cost: 1,800 ft 12 duct $ 4,770 
6,600 • 9 .. 14,000 
21,000 .. 8 
" 
40,400 
24,000 • 7 " 41,600 54,600 .. 6 .. 85,700 $ 186,470 
100 Manholes & Ringbus Inst. 23,965 
280 Service Compartments 45,455 
50 Vaults 10,050 
50 Tran$formers(lOOO kva) 75,400 




Lateral 18, 242 168. 641 




Duct Cost: 1,800 ft 11.5 duct $ 6 ,140 
1,800 
" 











lE,000 tt 7 
" 
20,800 
48,600 .. 6 .. 76.400 $ 198,830 
100 Manhole & Ringbus Inst 23,965 
280 Service Compartments 45,455 
100 Transformers(750 kva) 127 ,ooo 
100 Network Protectors 71,300 
lCO Vaults 20,100 2i37 ,820 
Cable Cost: 
Secondary 87,582 
Primary 32, 204 
Lateral 31 1627 151.413 
Total 638,C63 
Location "D" 
Duct Cost: 1,800 ft 12 duct $ 4,770 
1,800 .. 9 .. 3,820 
46,500 .. 6 ., 73 ,240 
6,000 M 5 tt 8,400 
27, 600 
" 
4 ti 34,200 
24,300 
" 
3 " 'i!7 ,250 $ 151,680 
100 Manhole & Ringbus Inst 23,965 
280 Service Compartments 45,455 
280 Vaults 36,280 
280 Transformer~(l50 kva) 133,280 




lateral 42. 128 119,720 
Total 573,380 
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8. Sl'11t:ARY At:D C C11{C 1 US ION 
The total costs for tbe various load denfities and 
transformer specin[S are &:·i ven in Section 7. 
The minimum cost and design data have been tatul&ted 
in Table xv. It must be kept in mind that these results 
pertain to one particular design. l\:o voltage otber tlian 
13. 2 kv has been considered; only tbree feeder·s :tave been 
employed; and only the condition of substation location at 
the margin of the network has been considered. 
The calculations of feeder currents fer a load density 
of 75,00C kva per square mile result in a maYimum current 
of 1530 ampere~ per feeder Eection. The maximum current 
carrying capacity of 75C,OOO C1: cable in 9-ducts is approx-
imately 320 amperes per cable. This load would require a 
rr;.inimum of 15-ducts, which is economically proti'titive. 
This clearly indicates the necessity of increasing 
the number· of feeder·~, increasing tbe feeder vol tafe, and 
perhaps changing tbe site of tte local sutstetion. 
More feeders would reduce tte maximum current per 
feeder section under abnor·mal conditionf. Thus, if 6-feed-
ers were used and one feeder ~as temporarily out of service 
tbe maximum current in eacb of tte rem2 ining feeder· sect ions 
would be increcsed ty only EOfo. Furttermore, this would 
result in a networl,{ tranE:former wl:ich could operate under 
normal conditions at approximately 5/6 of its rated capacity, 
which would reduce tbe required reserve capacity otberv:ise 
necessary. 
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Increasing the feeder voltage would, however, result 
in an increased cost of feeder cable, and slight increased 
cost of network transformers. JFurthermore, any additional 
cost of substations would be chargeable to the network. 
In the event th2t tbe substation site 12 moved from some 
outlying point to one within the network area, the addit-
ional cost of realestate would also be chargeable to the 
network system. 
Since any of tbese charges would have resulted in a 
marked deviation from that system employed for the other 
four densities, and since none of this additioLal cost 
inf'cr·mation was availatle, the enalys:i s of the 75000 kva 
load density has been omitted. 
The use of current limiters in the secondary mains 
was not considered, since no cable larger than 500,000 CM 
was employed, and under most conditions cables of such 
size may be expected to burn free if faulted. However, 
limiters are extensively used throughout some networks, 
and where required would increase the cost of the system. 
The determination of the distribution of loads under 
abnormal conditions is only approximate, but for normal 
conditions the loading may be determined with fair accuracy, 
except at the margins of the network. However, the maximum 
condition of load was assumed for the determination of 
transformer and cable sizeD, and the entire network stand-
ardized along these requirements. The maximum error would 
occur in the determination of the annual power and eGergy 
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co2t of the system, but the effect would not be too great 
since this coE'.t as compared to ethers is relatively low. 
All choices having been made for the maximum peak 
load to be expected under abnormal conditions, it could be 
con~3idered that most selections of cable size and transform-
er capacity are quite conserv2tive or even highly pessimistic. 
However, the prime requisite of such a system is reliable 
uninterrupted service at all time~·, and although the peak 
load may be carried for only a short period, it is possible 
to lose a feeder during that critical time. 
The actual determination of t~e load distribution among 
the several units, the fault currents and the complete de-
sign can be accomplished only with the aid of e network 
analyzer or a miniature of the system under conE'ideration. 
successive approximations and revisions are seldom employed 
due to the number of tedious calculations and revisions and 
the approximate results finally obtained, and due to the 
fact that for a few thousand dollars a miniature sy~:tem can 
be constructed which will in all probability pay for itself 
many times through its versatility in solving network 




Cost per Kva 
Transformer & rzetwor·k 
Protector --No. & Kva 
Secondary fuains (1) 












10,000 kva 20,000 kva 
•c" "A" 
$ 340,595 $ 420,977 
$ 34.06 $ 21.05 
50 -- 300 
1 300 MCM 
l 3/0 
1 1/0 
l # 2 





100 -- 300 
1 4/0 
1 6CO MCM 
l 250 " 







(1) !!umber and Size of Ca'ble per phase. 




100 -- 500 
1 350 l1!c1: 
2 500 MCM 





280 -- 150 
2 300 MGM 
3 750 MGM 
2 500 " 
1 350 " 












Table Y)/·-- Summary of minimum total cost and design data for one square 
mile of secendary distrtbution network. 
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rER)VAT JOE OF SECOrD:~PY T'"ET7.TRK SFCRT-CJPCPIT CURRErT 
Deterreination of actual network short circuit currents 
t-y means other tban network analyzers, results in numerous 
lengthy tedious calculations, due to the very large number 
of trBncbes and sources ir ..vol ved. Consequently, a mir.;.ia-
ture of the actual system under consideration is often 
utilized for network study and fault current dete1·minc1tions. 
The following is a relatively simple approximate 
solution which agrees ver·y satisfectorily witb the results 
obtained from the network analyzer, and supplies a r8lative-
ly easy solution in cases for which an a.c. network analyzer 
with exceptionally large dimensions woula be needed. 
The following notations will be employed: 
2m, Impedance of Secondary Mains 
" Transformers 
f', , Resistivity of Plate I in Figure 9 
(',. " '' Plate II in Figure 9 • 
d1 
' 
Thickness of Plate I in Figure 9 
dr:i " "Plate II in Figure 9 (:., 
' 
it , Contribution to the total 3-phase short circuit current 
by tbe local transformer 
1m , Contribution to the total 3-phase short circuit current 
by the Network 
e , Voltage above neutral 
E , Feeder voltage above neutral referred to the Secondary 
v , Voltage drop in the secondary grid, referred to feeder 
voltage. 
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I 0 (x) 
' 




Modified Pessels function of second kind and 
zero order 
K1 (x) t Modified Besse ls function of second kind and 
first order 
Eguivalent sistem of the Secondari Mains: The ne twor·k of 
Figure l is partially represented as indicated in Figure 8. 
As previously stated the secondary network forms a solidly 
connected uniform grid, with uniformly distributed loads 
along the mains, and the mains are fed through uniformly 
distrituted transformers from a high voltage feeder system. 
Under actual conditions tbe complete uniformity of 
the secondary grid is tighly approximate, however, under 
the present assumptions, this approximation will be carried 
one step further. 
The uniform gri.d will be replaced by a thir.. conducting 
plate(I in Figure 9), which is equivalent to the grid in the 
sense that correspondiLg sections of the grid and plate have 
equal impedances, except possibly for such differences as 
result from the sectionalized nature of the grid. 
In orde:r- to make Plate I equivalent to the grid in 
this sense, a square section corresponding to lines ab, be, 
cd and da of Fig·ure 8, should have an impedance in either 
of the lateral djrections wb:i.cb is equal to the impedance 
of one section of the main, Zm. This equality will be true 
if -
(1) fl /1 ~ Zm 
I 
in which the unit of lE:ngtb is assumed to be equal to the 
lenfth of the mains. 
Equivalent System of the Transformers: In a similar 
manner the transformers may be equ1.valently represented 
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in Figure 9 by Plate II. This pl&te must tea homogeneous 
but non-isotropic plate. It is uniform but conducts current 
in the vertical direction only. If a physical picture of 
tbis situation is desired, Plate II may be visualized as 
an infinite number of very thin insul&ted vertical conduct-
ors packed solidly together. To make Plate II equivalent 
to the actual transfor·mers, the impedance of one transformer 
should be distributed over the area which it is nqrmally 
feeding •. This would ce the area of the square abed in 
Figure 8 if a transformer is connected to each node of the 
grid(otherwise see Figure 10). Therefore, it follows that -
(2) ~ 11 : Zt 
Short Circuit Current and Completion of Equivalence: For 
short circuit calculations it may be assumed that the net-
work is infinite in extent, inasmuch as it is rather obvious 
th8t as the distance from tbe fault point i~creases the 
contritutions to the total fault current become increaEingly 
less, &nd at a great distance become negligible. 
The value of the short circuit current will depend upon 
tbe location of the fault, and reaches its maximum if the 
short circuit is located at one cf the nodes. 
This maximum short circuit current will then consist 
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of two components: 
1) that contributed by the local transformer, It 
2) that contributed by the remainder of the network, 
1m· 
It is customary to handle these two portions separately. 
Accordingly a disc of unit area (radius:i, J may be omitted 
from Plate II around the po int of short circuit "F '' in the 
equivalent Eystem of Figure 9. This eliminates the contrit-
ution of the local transformer to the short circuit current. 
The section of the grid (Plate I) which falls within 
the area of the above mentioneddisc will have a certein 
impedance. The short circuit currents contrituted by the 
network actuc.lly have to flow through this impedance. This 
impedance, however, will be calculated from the actual grid 
rather than Plate I, since otviously the approximation of 
replacing the grid by a plste would creak down in the im-
mediate vicinity of the fault point. 
On Figure 8 the above mentioned disc would be repre-
sented by a circle "C" with radius J , which includes a 
section of each of the four mains adjoining the node on 
which the fault is located. Each of these sections has 
an impedance of /jp , and their resulting impedance is 
z,,, i!fv'ii • This impedance is included in the equivalent 
system of Figure 9 in series with a disc of infinite 
conductivity III, which replaces the corresponding section 
of Plate II. 
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The voltage at the primary terminals of the transformers 
can be considered unaffected by the short circuit and equal 
among the transformers. This is represented in the equivalent 
system Figure 9 cy electrode IV, a conductive plate maintained 
at a constant voltage e = E. Due to tlle short circuit, the 
voltage at the fault point "F• will be zero (e=O)· 
Short Circuit Current Calculations: Under the fixed condi-
tions of the assumed equivalent system, no charge is 
accumulating in any part of the sy.stem, and consequently 
the sum of the currents flowing into any arbitrary section 
must be zero. 
This statement will be applied to a ring with a radius 
]( and th ic kne ss .l\iC, which is located in Plate I around the 
point of short circuit ••Ftt, Figure 11. The sum of the 
currents flowing into the circular section being zero, then 





1 _ 2 -r-,-Td, de/ { i{ - . fl /I fi dX A 
· (, ) cit de/ J~-1£:,.x=2rr x-1& B dX x-1M 
substituting Equations 4, 5 and 6 into Equation 3 
(7) X:j:(~fx-i:/x1tiJ- /Ji;f j~/x1LJX-(E-e)J{j2 ::o 
12e +.!.. de I r {E-e) _!_ ~ A .:! 0 
d .x 2 X c/ .X Ix tAX Ii dz c/1 




d 2 e + 1 de -1(£-e)k2 ==O 
dX 2 x dX 
where -/( 2 := Zm 
lt 
Finally introducing the voltage drops, 
< 9 ) tfx> ~ E .... e'rxJ 
Equation 8 reduces to 
(10) 
The solution of the above differential equation is 
(11) J/x = A IatkX) f BKo(KK) 
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in which the I 0 and Ko have been previously aefinec{page 58). 
Since as the distance from the fault increases the 
voltage drop Vx __. o or e.x-.. £ , and since~ _..oo , the 
constant A must be zero. 
(12) 
(13) 
Then Equation 11 becomes 
lfx = BKo(J(X) 
From Eq ua.t ion 9 and Figure 9 
Vx = F- l~ z = Blfo(KX) 
B= E-i,::c 
f<o(KX) 
Taking the derivative of-Equation 12 and substituting 
into Equation 5, 
(15) 
Substituting tbe value E from Equation 13 into Equation 14 
1 = 2ffrkfE -fr Z Jf(,tKr) 
r- rm Xotl{rJ 
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d I 7 '2',,, an . for r = v;; and z:. = 4 Vif 
, _ 4rir~E IGrx;) i ( 16) l r - r. - . -
'" 4(Kr} +} ffotkr} 
The network contribution to the fault current may be 
determined for particular transformer locations or dis-
tributions, by substituting values of~ and ~(Figure lC) and 
the known impedance values into tbe general Equation 16. 
It is more convenient in making calculations to deter-
mine the ratio of network fault current to local transformer 
fault current. Then the current ratio would be 
(17) c= k_ "' 4,r,;h /(,{kr) -) it Z' 111 /./ 2 I/ 
it n,( kr) -1- /.c rto(kr} 
The current ratio for the various transformer locations 
of Figure 10 is a.s follows: 
I ::z i!,,., Location "A" - A-=- v1:" , r: r'ii , z:.- = 41/u 
(18) 
(20) 
Lo cat ion "D" -
(21) c = 4v,,T_ ;:__ If,(~) . . ·j ~ L lr;f !ffiJ + ~ Ka6' !A!J 71~~ 'At,· y ifi, 
· Zt 
The values of Ko(x) and Kl(x) may be approximated 
from the curves of Figure 13. More exact values may be 
obtained from tables of functions and the literature of 
Eessels functions. 5 
(5) Watson, G. N., A Treatise on the Theory of Bessel 
Functions, The MacMillan Co., 1945, p.737. 
The current ratios are shown as a function of the 
ratio of main impedance to transformer in Figure 12, 
and it can be seen that the results agree favoratly with 
. 6 
tbose obtained from analyzer data. 
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(6) Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, op.cit., 
p.591. 
Then for· any impede.nee ratio the neh·:ork fault current 
may be determined from t:be C ratio, i.e. -









Figure 9 - Equivalent System for Short-circuit 
Calculation 




Location "L" y.jn' t.oca t ion ''C •· 
Heavy dots indicate transformer locations. 
Figure 10 - L1mens1ons of the Equivalent system for 
various transformer distributions. 
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